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Newsletter

for Students of



Staff  
  John English  John@kimacnh.com
  Lisa Vare Lisa@kimacnh.com
  Craig Wharem  Craig@kimacnh.com 
  Charlene Confalone Charlene@kimacnh.com

Stay in Touch

Website  www.kimacnh.com

Blog   http://www.kimacnh.com/blog.brt

How we stay in touch
Do we have your current e-mail address?  The one you actually check? Keeping our records up-
to-date is crucial for us to provide you with the most current information. Weather cancellations, 
reminders, special events, etc. are all communicated through our e-mail correspondence. If we 
have inaccurate information, it affects how you, our students and families receive information. We 
also provide a news and update section on the website as well as our blog.
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---------------------------Please support these local businesses that support KIMAC.---------------------------
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Spring Class Schedule
There will be no Group classes ay 8th due to Belt Exams 

---------------------------Please support these local businesses that support KIMAC.---------------------------

 

Karate International Spring 2018 Schedule 
No classes May 8, 2018 due to belt testing 
 
(603) 778-8475 lisa@kimacnh.com www.kimacnh.com 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
     Adult	Open	

Mat	8:15am-	
9:00am	
mat	2	

Junior	Black	
Belts	

4:00-4:50pm	
Mat	1	

Tots	Open	
4:00pm-4:30pm	

Mat	1	

Tots	Open	
3:30pm-4:00pm	

Mat	1	

  Adult	Kenpo	
9:00am-	
9:50am	
mat	2	

Youth	Int/Adv	
5:00-5:50pm	

Mat	1	

Varsity	4:00pm-
4:50pm	Mat	2	

Youth	Beg/Int	
4:00-4:50pm	

Mat	1	

Youth	BJJ	Open	
4:00pm-4:45pm	

Mat	1	

 Tots	Open	
9:00am-9:30am	

Mat	1	
Teen	Open	
6:00-6:50pm	

Mat	1	

Junior	Varsity	
5:00-5:50pm	

Mat	1	

Youth/Teen	
Advanced	

5:00pm-5:50pm	
Mat	1	

Teen/Adult	BJJ	
4:50-5:50pm	

Mat	2	

 Youth	Open	
10:00-10:50am	

Mat	1	

Adult	Kenpo	
7:00-7:50pm	

Mat	1	

Youth	Beg/Int	
6:00-6:50pm	

Mat	1	

Varsity	
5:00-5:50pm	

Mat	2	

Tots	Open	
5:00pm-5:30pm	

Mat	1	

Tots	Open	
4:00-4:30pm	

Mat	1	

Teen	Open	
11:00-11:50am	

Mat	1	
 Adult	Kickboxing	

7:00pm-7:50pm	
Mat	2	

Adult	
Kickboxing	
6:00-6:50pm	

Mat	2	

Youth	Beg/Int	
6:00pm-6:50pm	

Mat	2	

Youth	Open	
5:00pm-5:50pm	

Mat	1	

 

   Adult	Beginner	
Kickboxing	

6:00pm-6:50pm	
Mat	2	

Teen	Open	
6:00pm-6:50pm	

Mat	1	

 

-Please arrive 10-15 
minutes prior to 
class time 

 
-Remain in shoe 
area if a class is on 
your mat. 

 
-Never disturb 
classes in session 

 
-Quietly stretch on 
your mat to prepare 
for class before it 
begins 

 
-All Jewelry must be 
removed prior to 
class 

 
-All valuables 
should be left in 
your vehicle. 

 
-Clean uniform and 
hygiene habits are a 
must 

 
-School tee shirt 
and shorts should 
be worn under 
uniform 

 
-All guests should 
remain in the 
viewing room 

 
-All shoes must be 
kept in shoe areat. 
Coats hung up on 
hooks 

 

   Adult	Kenpo	
7:00pm-7:50pm	

Mat	1	

Demo	Team	
7:00-8:00pm	

Mat	1	

 

 

Tots	Program-	4-6	year	olds	 Youth	Program-	7-12	year	olds	 Teen	Program-	12-17	year	olds	 Adult	Program-	18+	

BJJ-	Instructor	Invitation	 Private	Lessons-By	Appointment	only	(available	in	30	minute	blocks)	
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -CLOSED FOR THE HOLIDAY BREAK DEC 21-JAN 2---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Spring Calendars

CLOSED 4/26/18 - 4/28/18

CLOSED 5/25/18 - 5/26/18

CLOSED 5/27/18 - 5/28/18

TEEN SLEEPOVER FRIDAY 7PM,
SATURDAY PICK-UP 9AM

MOM’S TRAIN FOR FREE THE ENTIRE MONTH OF MAY!!!

---------------------------Please support these local businesses that support KIMAC.---------------------------
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A Note From the Dojo
   by Mark Miller

Ultimate Frisbee, Ultimate Thought
Every year our dojo takes students to a camp on Lake Winnipesaukee for the weekend. Karate 
Camp offers students lots of good training, swimming and activities. With any luck, it’s also a 
time when the students learn something about themselves.  The older students are dragged out of 
bed early in the morning for calisthenics on the lake’s sandy beach and usually subjected to some 
sort of mental and physical challenge. The younger ones are given a little more responsibility and 
freedom for the weekend but required to follow a set of rules and are held accountable for their 
decisions and behavior.  All weekend the student’s are pushed and challenged.
During the weekend, I’ll witness several moments where students make little breakthroughs 
and realizations about who they are and what they’re capable out. A few years back one of those 
moments happened during a pickup game of Ultimate Frisbee.
One of the older students, a great kid filled with passion and drive, jumped  on to my team.  He’s 
the kind of kid that is up for anything and, because of his drive and willingness to work with a 
team, is an asset to any group. (He’s also tall, which is always a good thing in Ultimate Frisbee.)
As our team faded back to throw the Frisbee to the other team, this young man was already 
declaring our victory. The white disk sailed high into the sunny sky over the field until it slowed 
and floated into the hands of our competition.  After a few good passes and battles over catching 
the Frisbee, we finally gained possession. Being athletic and fast, this young man was immediately 
open and pumping toward the goal line. I snapped the disk to him. He accelerated, creating a 
comfortable distance between himself and the person covering. He reached the disk. Stretching, 
his fingertips met the Frisbee perfectly then he fumbled and dropped it. Immediately, he was angry 
with himself.
The game went on. Every time the disk was passed to him he would get to it but drop it. His anger 
turned to disappointment in himself. Phrases like, “I can’t believe I missed it,” changed to, “I stink.” 
The spark went out of his eyes and his shoulders slumped.  He was now missing the Frisbee before 
it was even thrown.
“You’ve already lost in your head,” I told him. “Know you can catch the Frisbee and catch it.”
“Yes Sir!” He said as he smiled and stood tall. My words had reminded him of something he 
already knew. Our biggest challenge – the one thing most likely to defeat us – is our own thoughts. 
We must win in our minds before we have a chance of winning outside of them.  As I say to my 
six-year-old, “If you want to be the boss of yourself you have to be the boss of how you think [and 
react].)
He caught the next pass and most of the subsequent passes.
It was a great moment for him and a great reminder to me of how directly our thoughts affect 
our actions and performance. The trick, the last phase, is to tell yourself to have the thoughts, to 
transition from some else disciplining your thinking to self-discipline.  A transition I’m sure this 
young man will make soon.
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“There is no first strike in Karate”-Gichin Funakoshi “The Father of Karate”

The key to what makes Karate and other martial arts so effective is the confidence that 
comes along with the training. Many situations and conflicts can be settled without 
having to get physical.  If a conflict dissolves into a physical encounter it is because there 
were no options left and the student needed to defend themselves. 
The first thing that students learn before they enter the dojo is a bow. The way we 

position our hands are symbols, the fist representing power and the open hand representing peace. When we 
bow peace goes over power, The theme again that fighting is the final option and that it’s something to avoid at 
all costs. 
I recently taught at the Cooperative Middle School in their Physical Education classes. The students learned 
basic punching, kicking and also covered some basic Ju-Jitsu concepts. At the end of the class I answered any 
questions students may have about martial arts. Unsurprisingly many of the questions were about fighting 
(“Why do you like to fight?” “How many people have you beaten up?”...) The students were surprised when I 
answered and said that I don’t like violence and that intending to hurt someone is wrong. 
Today Karate is used for Self-Defense and competing. The movements are a reaction to some sort of attack or 
aggressive movement. A Karate practitioner understands that the movements are not to show off to friends and 
not to be aggressive. Peaceful solutions to conflict allow for there to be more positive outcomes then when it is 
ended by physical means. Though the physical damage will heal there is always going to be a negative feeling 
when that person comes in contact with you.  
When I first entered the Dojo I was excited about learning how to punch and kick. I wanted to be able to fight 
and be able to beat people up, at the time I thought that’s how I could be cool. Only upon moving through the 
ranks did I truly understand that the confidence is what I needed to have to protect myself. 
In High School one of my friends was being picked on pretty severely, mostly because he was smaller then the 
average freshman. One day towards the end of our lunch period one of the kids got in his face. He asked them 
to back off and they wouldn’t, one of them grabbed him by the throat and began to hit him. I quickly stepped 
in between the bigger aggressor and my friend to deter him from trying to attack again and persuade him 
that there was no need for violence. I grabbed him by the collar of his shirt, pushed him to the top step of the 
stairwell we were in and told him to back off, He made a move at my friend again but I was in the way. He didn’t 
want to hit me, just my friend who was almost half his size. I told him that he needed to back off and if he didn’t 
I would let go. Upon realizing where he was he decided to walk away and I was able to deter him without having 
to use my physical skills. 
My training had allowed me the confidence to know if he had tried to hit me that I could defend myself but also 
an awareness of my surroundings and that the stairs were right there. There are other instances of kids trying to 
get me to “show how tough I am” because of my Karate training. 

I always simply responded with “why?” and walked away. 

Focus On The Journey
     by Craig Wharem
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OTHER NEWS

APRIL FOOLS DAY
EASTER SUNDAY

BOTH ON SUNDAY, APRIL 1ST

MOMS TRAIN FOR FREE
DURING THE MONTH OF MAY!!!

HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY
SUNDAY, MAY 13TH

MEMORIAL DAY
MONDAY, MAY 28TH

PARTICIPATE IN THE EXETER MEMORIAL DAY PARADE!

Check the monthly schedule for more KI happenings.


